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thirty couple of hounds questing, and such a noise that beast
made wheresomever he went; and this beast evermore Sir
Palomides followed, for it was called his quest."
"For it was called his quest," Dud muttered aloud, and re-
turning the volume to the bookcase, he left the room and went
into his kitchen. Here he lit the gas, set "the Royal Martyr" on
the flame, and added a few crusts he had overlooked to the
tea-leaves and egg-shells already overburdening the belly of
"Henry VIII." While he did this he tried to recall the obscure
arguments, drawn by Professor Rhys from a gnomic allusion of
Taliessin's, that identified this Questing Beast with the ambigu-
ous word "Dor-Marth," meaning the Door of Death.
Then he remembered how that morning as he came along
beside the stream which flows between Orchard Street and the
meadows, striking it to the east of the prison as he came down
the hill, he had met an elderly gentleman with a dog. He had
at once started telling himself a story about this elderly gentleman,
whom he imagined as retired from some simple business and
leading an absolutely harmless, happy, and selfish life. Dud had
decided, as he went along between this stream and the meadows,
and finally turned up High East Street by the bridge, that he
could not have identified himself with this old man if he had not
been at bottom like him9 if he also had not been absolutely harm-
less and absolutely selfish.
He had decided then that he would certainly get on well in
Dorchester if the psychic weather of the spot were of this kind.
Had the place always been like this ? Was a blameless propitia-
tory self-centredness the characteristic of the ancient Duro-
triges ?
But he had also met, down by that river-path, an extraordinary
number of babies in perambulators. Never in his life had he
seen so many harmlessly selfish babies. Elements that went
deep in Dud's solitary character responded instinctively to both
these extremes of egoistic harmlessness. He had always been
something of an old man, he had always been something of a
baby; and in these daily walks from Friary Lane to the brick
bridge, and thence up High East Street to his lodging, he had
coine to derive a mystical satisfaction from identifying himself
both with the placid infants and with the placid old men.
This very morning he had been privileged to witness a singular
encounter between one of his philosophic infants—only this one
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